Re: Complaint against CRTC 5822-03031- CRTC file A-2022-00010
Monica Auer <mlauer453@gmail.com>

Wed, Sep 14, 10:33 AM (1
day ago)

to Marie-Michelle
Good morning,
This note is further to your e-mail to me of 8 Sept/22 in which you note CRTC's representations
regarding its request for 90 days (30 days + an additional 60 days) to complete my request of 6 July 2022
for the names of the CRTC Commissioners who made Decision 2022-175 (of 29 June 2022).
As you may recall, I responded to your email the same day (8 Sept/22), to say that I disagreed with the
length of the CRTC's request.
I have not (to the best of my knowledge) received your response.
Dr. Michael Geist has today tweeted about Decision 2022-175. He apparently also asked the CRTC for
information about the 2022-175 decision.
Dr. Geist had asked, however, for the actual minutes of the CRTC's meetings related to 2022-175: it
turns out that despite the many, many, many difficulties it foresaw in providing me with simply the
names of the CRTC commissioners who voted on the decision, it was able to provide him with the CRTC's
actual minutes yesterday - which, incidentally, showed the names not only of the CRTC Commissioners
who attended the meeting about 2022-175, but how they voted:

As the CRTC was able to provide Dr. Geist with the information I requested, and well before the 4
October 2022 deadline it purported to meet for my simpler request, I am asking that your office find the
CRTC in breach of the requirements of the Access to Information Act and that this breach be reported in
the Commissioner's forthcoming annual report to Parliament.
I am also asking that the CRTC be required to provide its response to my request forthwith, for two
reasons. First, the CRTC has not posted its answer to Dr. Geist on its website (as of 10:15 am this
morning), and second, the fact that the CRTC has chosen to answer Dr. Geist before answering my
request does not remove its obligation
a) to explain the factual disconnection between its argument to your office that meeting my request
would take 90 days and its concomitant response today to Dr. Geist, and
b) to answer my request.
Thank you for your time and consideration of my request.
Monica Auer.
613-618-0224

